
Design a new front cover for our class novel 

‘Street Child’ by Berlie Doherty* 

Create a collage of Victorian inventions*** 

Find and draw examples of a Victorian 

house and a modern house and explain the  

similarities and differences  ** 

Write a song about a famous Victorian and 

make it rhyme ** 

 

Research and present your findings on Dr 

Barnardo** 

Find out the differences between Victorian 

schools and schools today *** 

Using a map, identify key locations in and 

around Chepstow** 

Design a house for the future that is more 

eco-friendly than the average modern 

home*** 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Create a maths task that may have been 

seen in a Victorian maths lesson ** 

Create a timeline from the beginning of the 

Victorian era to now including key historical 

inventions and innovations** 

Create mathematical word problems that 

involve the inventions ** 

Find out about Victorian money and 

compare it to today’s money *** 

 

 
Research what you believe is the best 

invention ever created and explain why *** 

Write a review of a modern day invention * 

Make a list of Victorian words that are no 

longer used today** 

Write about an innovation that will have a 

positive effect on our school day *** 

Design a an exercise regime inspired by the 

Victorians to keep you healthy ** 

Create and share a presentation about the 

diet of an average Victorian and compare to 

ours today** 

Create a dance inspired by the Victorian era 

** 

Invent an object that will help our planet 

*** 

 

Research and present who Isambard 

Kingdom Brunel was ** 

Design and create a new invention that will 

innovate our lives *** 

Invent a new flavour of Ice cream, make it 

then explain the scientific process of 

freezing*** 

Create a fact-file of famous inventors who 

have made an impact on our lives*** 

 

 

Y5 INNOVATION, INVENTION AND IMPACT! *** 5HP, **3HP, * 1HP INVENTION DAY 
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